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Introduction
Whores may be dumb, but the best of them at least know how to multi-task.   The sluts at Gang Bang
Booty have mastered the hardcore art form of nasty group sex by allowing multiple sex partners take
turns invading the slits between their legs.  And while one is pounding her ass and the other shoves his
dick in her mouth, there�s one or two more lucky guys just waiting in line to shove it deep inside her
twat!

Adult Review
One of the nastier ways for a slut to get her kicks is offering up all of her holes at once to a bunch of nasty guys who have no
other use for her than as their filthy cum rag.   Gang Bang Booty finds whores who are horny and willing to spread their slits
for as many dicks as their stretched-out cunts can fit!
  
  Once you log in to Gang Bang Booty you'll see that the porn site is built around 27 group sex themed DVDs.  Every DVD
has been separated into individual scenes, and the current count is listed as being up to 111.  The most recent group sex
scenes are presented first, and from there you're able to search and sort the DVDs by title, star, or studio.  The Tongue hopes
you also enjoy non-gang bang porn, because it won't be long until you find yourself browsing through different niches that
have nothing to do with group sex.
  
  That's because Gang Bang Booty is part of a mega DVD site that offers over a thousand DVDs in a huge array of different
themes.  Now The Tongue says the more porn the better, but the site tour doesn't give any indication that this is the case.  The
navigation through the members area is clunky and first time users are pretty likely to get confused and lost.  Just make sure
you keep seeing DVD titles like "My First Gang Bang" and you'll know you're still on track.
  
  So now that you've read all this you realize that none of the group sex content here has been shot exclusively for Gang Bang
Booty.  But the cross-section of titles and studios still make this site a great selection.  Every porn scene is downloadable as a
pretty good looking 640 x 480 MPG, as well as lower resolution WMV files.  Some of the newer additions are also available
as flash based streams and for download in some popular portable formats.  If you have a few extra gigs of hard drive space
you may as well download everything, because you won't have to worry about DRM.
  
  The total amount of content you're able to view depends on the type of membership you've signed up for.  Skip the short
term trial, because it's limited and never really worth it. The platinum membership option that Gang Bang Booty presents in
reasonably priced and gets you into similarly designed sites that have different porn themes.  Check out the full list next to
this review to see all of the details.  
  

Porn Summary
One on one sex is boring, and if you need some proof just watch what happens at Gang Bang Booty.  Having hardcore group
sex makes slutty sluts even sluttier!
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